Program: 3rd Annual SWEGPEC Workshop Örebro 18-19 November 2015
Örebro University Business School welcomes you to the 2015 Annual Workshop for PhD students of the SWEGPEC network.

Schedule 18th of November 2015
11:30 Lunch (Fakultetsklubben, Entréhuset)
13:00 Welcome (Aula Nova, Novahuset)
   Head of Örebro University School of Business Sven Helin and Network convenor Professor Lars Hultkrantz
13:15 Register-based micro-data for economic research:
   Overview and some new cool data sets (Aula Nova, Novahuset)
   TBA (SCB) and Fredrik Andersson, SCB
14:10 Paper sessions 1a (Room N2043, Novahuset) and 1b (Room N4065, Novahuset)
15:00 Coffee break (Kitchen, 3rd floor, Novahuset)
15:20-16:10 Paper sessions 2a (Room N2043, Novahuset) and 2b (Room N4065, Novahuset)
16:10-17:00 Paper sessions 3a (Room N2043, Novahuset) and 3b (Room N4065, Novahuset)
18:30 Conference dinner (4e vårningen, Behrn Arena)

Schedule 19th of November 2015
8:30-09:15 Paper sessions 4a (Room N2043, Novahuset) and 4b (Room N4065, Novahuset)
09:15-10:00 Paper sessions 5a (Room N2043, Novahuset) and 5b (Room N4065, Novahuset)
10:00 Coffee break (Kitchen, 3rd floor, Novahuset)
10:20-11:05 Paper sessions 6a (Room N2043, Novahuset) 6b (Room N4065, Novahuset) and 6c (Room N2045, Novahuset)
11:05-11:50 Paper sessions 7a (Room N2043, Novahuset) 7b (Room N4065, Novahuset) and 7c (Room N2045, Novahuset)
12:00 Lunch (Fakultetsklubben, Entréhuset)
13:00-15:00 SWEGPEC Steering Group Meeting (Room N4063, Novahuset)
   Only for senior participants
Information

Paper sessions: The paper sessions are 45-50 minutes, including intermissions between sessions. This includes 20 minutes for presentation of the paper, 5-10 minutes for comments by the discussant and the rest for general discussions. The discussant will also chair the session.

Papers for the sessions: Please see the following link; 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/skyoql6kpyyl9d0/AAAktv4TYK5DALBkWA_z688a?dl=0

Conference fee: None. Hotel, lunches, coffee and conference dinner are free for PhD students and senior participants of the SWEGPEC network.

Accommodation: One night stay at the Best Western City Hotel Örebro (www.cityhotelorebro.se) is paid by SWEGPEC for participating PhD students and supervisors of the SWEGPEC network. You must do the booking on your own via telephone number 019-601 42 00. Please use the reference 117200, when booking your room.

Local buses: Buses number 2, 3 and 10 all goes from Våghustorget (close by the hotel) to the University.

Conference dinner: The conference dinner will be held at the restaurant 4e våningen at Behrn Arena. For more information please see the restaurants webpage www.4evaningen.se or the attached map with sites in Örebro.

Special dietary needs: Please contact Lina Windh at lina.windh@oru.se if you have any special dietary needs.

Contact: 
Lars Hultkrantz, 019-30 14 16, lars.hultkrantz@oru.se
Elin Vimefall, 019-30 37 20, elin.vimefall@oru.se
Lina Windh, 019-30 30 27, lina.windh@oru.se